“LCA is a great school. Every time I walk through the doors I know it is a privilege. This past year was my first year at LCA and it was one of the best years of my life. I have met friends I will keep in touch with for a lifetime.”

—Aaron Soroa ’13

Sasha Peterson ’12 and Lucas Andrade ’12 collaborate on a science lab.
Our Core Values

Glorifying God
We seek to glorify God in all activities and relationships and in the use of the resources God has given us.

Partnership
We view the education of children as a partnership between parents and the Academy.

Truth
We acknowledge absolute truth, as revealed in God’s Word and through His creation, and its relevance to our lives.

Respect
Each person is created in God’s image and therefore will be treated with respect.

Excellence
Continuous improvement and the pursuit of excellence will underlie all that we do.

Honesty
Our relationships and academic performance are based on honesty and fairness.

Mission Statement
Lexington Christian Academy is an independent college preparatory school that exists to educate young men and women in the arts and sciences in the context of a complete commitment to the historic Christian faith.
From the Head of School

Dear LCA Friend,

I am now in my fifth year as Head of School at LCA, and I want to convey to you what I consider to be most remarkable in the value of an LCA education. I deeply believe that LCA is exceptional at identifying the gifts of individual students and providing venues for young men and women to stretch, reach, and achieve beyond what they might even imagine.

Reaching potential at LCA is defined uniquely. It certainly includes academic accomplishments (e.g., LCA’s many National Merit Scholars through the years), matriculations to exceptional colleges (e.g., Ivy’s, Little Ivy’s, technical institutes, respected faith-based colleges), fine arts achievements (e.g., Boston Globe Scholastic Art Award winners), and athletic accomplishments (e.g., EIL Championships, NEPSAC Championships, High School All-Americans).

LCA is an Academy in which the average student often becomes an above-average student, and where National Merit Scholars are challenged to strive to learn more. Beyond this important daily experience of being in a competitive yet caring place, our students are presented with the unique challenge of assessing what it means to be “created in the image of the Triune God” and to personally reflect that image-bearing quality.

Academic achievement with leadership-building “faith and learning” pedagogy is consistently delivered by our well-prepared teachers who go that extra mile. This sets the stage for our students to learn not only of the world but also of their place in the world. Students are challenged to move beyond normal human desires for personal peace and prosperity to levels of being free to express doubt, convey convictions, and grow toward selflessness. Throughout the learning experience, our teachers draw students’ attention to the Source of all goodness in creation, Christ Himself. Subsequently, our students are provided the opportunity to hear the good news that they bear God’s image, that they are responsible to cast that image on all of culture, and that they can freely explore the reaches of both faith and learning without compromising on either front.

I have been privileged to hear testimony after testimony of alumni who tell of our teachers guiding them thoughtfully and faithfully. So many of our graduates speak of the lessons learned, both in knowledge and faith, preparing them exceptionally well for college and a joy-filled life of discipleship and lasting contribution. I am thankful for LCA, for its faculty, and for your partnership in this pursuit of excellent—and eternal—Christ-centered education.

Sincerely,

Mark R. Davis P ’10
Head of School
A big thank you to each volunteer and generous donor who helped make 2009–2010 a wonderful year. As you go through this Report, we hope you will catch the vision and spirit of what is taking place at LCA and recognize our appreciation for your commitment. Thank You!
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From the Chair of the Board of Trustees

Dear Friend of LCA,

What a joy and a blessing it is to serve the Lexington Christian Academy community! As chair of the Board of Trustees, I and each member of the Board take seriously and prayerfully the charge before us to steward this great Academy God has entrusted us with.

Thank you for your generosity which has allowed our faculty, staff, and trustees to offer an excellent college preparatory education in the context of a complete commitment to the historic Christian faith. As we look at the LCA of the future, the Board has identified the areas of distinction that make LCA such a uniquely successful place to learn and live. Our Strategic Vision includes:

• Emphasizing “Christian” as our key point of distinction
• Continuing our commitment to integrate faith and learning in a spirit of inquiry and engagement
• Actively enhancing interdenominational and socioeconomic diversity
• Effectively communicating our programs and outcomes to local, regional, and international families and donors
• Developing a cutting-edge Math/Science/Technology Program
• Increasing utilization of assets/facilities to boost revenue

As we continue to review and refine the Strategic Vision for Lexington Christian Academy, we are blessed by the daily impact of your time, talent, and treasure on our students and teachers. We are inspired and awed by God’s faithfulness to LCA through the gifts of His people. If you haven’t been on campus recently, I encourage you to visit and see for yourself the joy that is evident in teaching and learning at LCA.

Your financial support of this one-of-a-kind Academy has given us the resources we need to prepare young men and women to go out into the world and make a difference in the areas they are called to serve. The future is bright as we rely on God’s guidance, wisdom, and direction. Thank you for your faithful support of our vision and mission.

With much gratitude,

James M. Bolton ’72, P ’06, ’08, ’14, J.D.
Chair, Board of Trustees
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How Firm a Foundation: Scholarships Provide Building Blocks for Life

Jillian Woods ’02 knows scholarships are an important part of the foundation of her education—and her faith. At our spring Scholarship Appreciation Reception in June, Jillian shared with donors and current students what being a scholarship recipient meant to her.

“I am beyond grateful for the scholarships I received—they set the foundation for the rest of my life,” she said. “It’s hard to put into words. It meant something different to me while I was a student than it does now. While I was a student, it was more than a relief to have a scholarship—it meant that I could actually come back to LCA because, for my family, that wasn’t always a given. I also appreciate that my sisters were, and are, given the same opportunity I had while attending LCA.”

This past spring, as Jillian was thinking about what she wanted to share with donors at the reception, she saw one of LCA’s scholarship donors at her sister’s college graduation party—the same donor for one of the scholarships Jillian had received. “I felt like I had come ‘full circle’ as I told the donor I would be speaking at the Scholarship Appreciation Reception—talking about my gratitude toward her and her family for providing me with one of the scholarships I had received.”

Jillian also recalls a recent conversation with her mother about how the support of scholarship donors impacted her life. “I told my mom that my faith is the most important thing to me, and that I am so grateful that my parents were able to send me and my sisters to LCA,” Jillian shares.

Jillian Woods ’02 is the second of Ed and Maura Woods’ five daughters, all of whom attended or are attending LCA—Katie (Woods ’00) Sylvester, Michaela ’06, Alana ’09, and Sarah ’13. Jillian earned a degree in psychology from Boston University and is now a compliance analyst at Highfields Capital Management.
Liberia to Lexington:
Your Support Paved the Way

When Jong Massaquoi’s ’11 father made the decision to move his family back to Liberia after completing his degree at MIT, Jong was faced with a difficult decision—should he return to Liberia with his family or stay in the United States and complete his education?

Jong’s family was returning to help rebuild their war-torn country, to assist with programs that fostered economic development and emotional and spiritual healing. Jong and his family knew that the educational system in Liberia had suffered during the civil wars, but should Jong stay behind and attend a school 4,500 miles away from his home?

Jong recalls the weight of that decision. “After months of pondering, I decided to stay because I would get a better education in the U. S,” he shares. With the help of a family friend, Jong began to apply to independent schools. “I didn’t know where the money would come from to pay my tuition,” he says, “but I was determined to trust God with my future. Sure enough, He provided!”

Jong’s first introduction to the LCA community was a pre-season soccer camp, a week that enabled him to make new friends. Jong says he was amazed by LCA’s welcoming community. “On the very first day of school the Prefects greeted all of the students as we entered the building. The Head of School, Mr. Davis, would walk up to me and ask me how I was doing. He still does,” says Jong.

As Jong now begins his third and final year at LCA, he is thankful for the many opportunities he has had. He has discovered a love for creating stained glass art, he is a captain of the Varsity Boys Soccer team, and has served as class chaplain. He is active in the Helping Our World Club, and is serving as the All-School Chapel Prefect this year. Jong is a great example of servant leadership throughout the LCA community. He truly believes in giving back, just like his father does.

“The scholarships I have received mean a lot to me. Because of them, I will have an opportunity to learn and grow in new areas. I have been truly blessed, and someday I would like to establish a scholarship that would provide others with the opportunity to attend LCA.”

Jong Massaquoi ’11 is the recipient of an International Student Scholarship and the Alumni Athletic Scholarship.
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When eighth-grade teacher Lori Johnson was flipping through *The English Journal* in the summer of 2009 she landed on a faculty member’s—and student’s—dream: a fresh approach to “The Research Paper”. She shared her discovery with history teacher Stephen Taylor, who was also the classroom technology coordinator.

“Teachers are always looking for ways to educate from new angles,” Lori shares. “What we discovered was how to teach research papers using the multi-genre portfolio.”

For English and history students in the Class of 2014, the multi-genre portfolio allowed them to express their idea and subject in a less linear way than a regular paper. “This type of portfolio is personal and creative,” Lori explains. “It involves students, as writers, making conscious decisions about what information is important and how it should be presented. Research becomes the backdrop for all pieces in the portfolio, not just the term paper.”

Over the course of three months, students produced portfolios that averaged 20-plus pages each. “Our students’ understanding of their topics was deep and broad,” Lori says, “and their recognition that all work is grounded in facts and research made this a valuable learning opportunity.”

This multi-genre project could not have been accomplished without the 1:1 Pilot Laptop Program sponsored by The Richard Van Lunen Foundation. Eighth-graders were loaned laptop computers loaded with software that facilitates organization, research, and writing. Students created most of the project on their laptops, and communicated electronically with their teachers for deadlines and feedback. “In effect,” Lori says, “using laptops allowed us to conference with students at any time.”

The Richard D. Van Lunen Foundation’s partnership with LCA strengthened the Academy’s Math/Science/Technology curriculum and enhanced classrooms and labs. Additionally, for 2010–2011, the 1:1 Program has expanded to include 9th-grade students.

With donor support, LCA is able to continue engaging faculty and students with the tools of technology that build a future of teaching and learning.

Lori Johnson teaches Language Arts and Geography in the Middle School and serves as chair of the World Languages and English Division.
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Dr. and Mrs. David Watts
Wilson Farms
Mr. and Mrs. Santo Wiryaman

Gifts Given in Honor Of:
Edna and Pauline Burkett
Mr. Steven West and Mrs. Mary Keith West
Virginia Curtis ’54
Mr. and Mrs. Woody (Westine ’54) Newby
Ryan Flynn ’00
Ms. Lesley J. Hegarty
Robert E. Johansen
MRS. EDITH L. (LUKE ’56) JOHANSEN
Megan LeBlanc ’10
Mr. and Mrs. William LeBlanc
Beth Fox Lepore
MRS. JEAN (RODDWAY ’50) HARPER
Meg Mill
Mr. William Mill and Mrs. Harriett T. Mill
Kathy Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph A. Schaber
William Schaff ’92
Mrs. Isa B. Schaff
Cathy VanderBrug
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. VanderBrug ’92

Gifts Given in Memory Of:
Chester and Edith Babcock
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ferguson
Sherilyn Carlson ’63
Mr. and Mrs. John Hanscom ’63
Mr. and Mrs. Dodge
Mr. and Mrs. David (Dodge ’50) Wheeler
Frederick Farrar
Advent Christian Church
Mr. and Mrs. David Andersen ’57
Ms. Kathryn M. Baroni
Dr. Barbara J. Bautz
Mr. and Mrs. Randall F. Bell
Ms. Virginia M. Bryant-Cain
Rev. and Mrs. Richard M. Clifford
Mr. David Farrar and Dr. Ruth D. Farrar ’61
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Fish
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Hart
Mr. Walter M. Newell and Ms. Linda M. Newell
Jon Huber O’Callaghan
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Oliver
Ms. Conny J. Richard
Ms. Cynthia P. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Waterman, Jr.
Mr. Ronald W. White
Christian Gaultieri
Mr. John Cunningham ’85
Mr. Darrell M. Hallett ’85
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas G. Mc Elwain ’85
Mr. and Mrs. Doug (Juskalian ’85) Toan
Mr. and Mrs. Rob (Fiander ’85) Cote
Mr. and Mrs. Steve (Cavallaro ’85) Heintz
Mr. and Mrs. David M. (Jones ’85) Parry
Ms. Jacqueline S. VanderBrug ’86 and
Mr. Bradford Johnson

Fiscal Year 2009–2010
Sources of Funds
Tuition 81%
Academy Fund Gifts 2%
Capital Gifts 1%

Endowment Gifts 2%
Endowment Earnings 1%
Meadow Breeze Day Camp 5%
Auxiliary Revenue 1%

Uses of Funds
Administrative & Overhead 14%
Financial Aid & Scholarships 19%
Capital Investments 2%
Institutional & Student Services 47%

The Endowment Earnings figure does not reflect the total endowment earnings, but rather the amount that was transferred to operations.
Scholarships

Thanks to your generous investment in LCA’s students, the Academy was able to award more than $1,100,000 in scholarships and financial aid this year.

Endowed Funds

Alumni Tuition Aid Endowment Fund
The AMH Scholar-Vocalist Award
Kenneth M. and Sylvia F. Axtell Memorial Scholarship
The Beckham-Fleming Scholarship Fund
The James Bergin Endowed Scholarship
The Paul C. and Dorothea S. Browne Memorial Scholarships for the Fine Arts
The Robert S. Clarke ’52 Memorial Scholarship
Class of 1952 Endowed Scholarship
Class of 1953 Scholarship in Honor of Grace and Miles Strodel
Class of 1957 Endowed Scholarship
Class of 1999 Scholarship
Edward E. Ford Foundation Fund
The Aidan Michael Gordon Memorial Scholarship
The Grace Chapel Scholarship
The Grateful Alumnus Minority Scholarship
The Charles G. Hilgenhurst Memorial Scholarship
Arthur W. & Margaret M. Hill Tuition Aid Endowment Fund
Mrs. Fan-Jui K. Hsieh Memorial Scholarship
Nathan C. Hubble, Jr. Biblical Studies Endowment Fund
The Jacobsen Family Scholarship in Memory of John L. Thorne
John David Jenkins ’56 Memorial Scholarship Fund
The James L. and Evelyn M. Jenkins Memorial Scholarship
The Garth Johnson ’76 Athletic Memorial Scholarship
The Jeff Johnson ’73 Academic Memorial Scholarship
J. Barry Koops Scholar-Athlete Award
The Dr. J. Barry and Rev. Delianne Koops Endowed Faculty Chair
The Adam Laniak Memorial Scholarship
Lantern Endowment Fund for Tuition Aid
Manganello Scholarship for Performing Arts
The Raymond E. Martin Memorial Scholarship
Kenneth A. McCowan Christian Emphasis Endowment Fund
The Robert and Betty Owen Scholarship
The Parent Support Group Scholarship for Joyful Service
The Douglas and Judith Pierce Family Scholarship
The Grace Pierson Scholarship
The Phillips Memorial Scholarship Funds
The Richard ’60 and Jill Schuhmacher Scholarship for Reliability
Dr. Charles Schaufele Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dr. Samuel J. Schultz Biblical Studies Endowment Funds
The Deborah J. Lawrence-Swallow & George L. Swallow Faculty Enrichment Fund
VanderBrug Family Endowment Fund
Catherine E. VanderBrug Endowment for the Professional Training of Development Staff
The Gordon and Catherine VanderBrug Scholarships for Math and Science
The Richard D. Van Lunen Memorial Scholarship
The Wadman Family Scholarship in Honor of Wallace W. Wadman
Wallace W. Wadman Grant for Christian Athletic Leadership Training

Legacy Funds

The Ambassador Legacy Scholarship in Memory of James Samuel and Madeleine Leavitt Ryan
Child of a Pastor Legacy Scholarship
The Eagle’s Wings Scholarship
The Frederick Farrar ’57 Memorial Scholarship
The Friend’s Legacy Scholarships
Future Leaders Scholarship
The Griffin Family Scholarship
The Rick Hawkins Scholarship for Effort
Headmaster Scholarship Funds
The International Student Scholarship
Reach Scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith Memorial Scholarship
The Thinking Artist Scholarship
The Tyndale Foundation Fund

Thanks to your generous investment in LCA’s students, the Academy was able to award more than $1,100,000 in scholarships and financial aid this year.
We look forward to formally inviting you to make a significant impact on a student’s journey by accepting the Academy’s invitation into the Torchbearer Society.

Watch your mailbox for more information on how you can become a charter member of the Torchbearer Society.

Torchbearers light the way for tomorrow’s leaders.
2010–2011 Calendar of Events

November 9
Christian School and Camp Fair

November 20
Admissions Academy Preview

November 17–19
Metamorphoses

December 8
Admissions Open House

December 16
Christmas Concert
Torchbearer Society Reception

January 22
Admissions Academy Preview

January 28
Battle of Lexington and Concord
Athletic Games at LCA

February 10–12
Rhinoceros

March 5
Alumni Day

March 21–25
Interim Week

April 19-21
Founders’ Week

April 19
Upper School Spring Concert

April 20
Middle School Spring Concert

May 6
Grandparents’ Day

May 5-7
The Rebel Alliance

May 20
ArtsFest

For more information about these and other LCA events: 781.862.7850.